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To Range Jessica CPQ Katie O'Brien Miriam Montesinos Alexis Pelosi Radonich Anna

Cc Wong Lana CPQ White Elizabeth CPQ
Subject Re 469 Stevenson Streamlining Follow up

Pleasure meeting you today Jessica I'm excited about the possibility to apply streamlining if it makes sense Let our

team develop a memo evaluating our options and their respective criteria then I will schedule a call to discuss

Cheers

Trevor Macenski

916-508-4170

Stantec

From Range Jessica CPC
Sent Tuesday August 7 2018 433 PM

To Katie O'Brien Macenski Trevor Miriam Montesinos Alexis Pelosi anna radonish stantec com

Cc Wong Lana CPQ White Elizabeth CPC
Subject 469 Stevenson Streamlining Follow up

Hi All

Thank you for the productive meeting I was curious about the possible streamlining options discussed and recalled that

Planning had previously looked into various streamlining options under S13 226 or Plan Bay Area Below are some of the

constraints we identified in that analysis and an additional constraint
I have identified under Section 15183 3 1 look

forward to seeing what Trevor and Anna come up with regarding possible streamlining for this project

1 CEQA Section 21155 1 This section begins with if the legislative body finds after conducting a public

hearing Based on consultation with the City's land use attorneys this has been interpreted to mean that if a

project is seeking streamlined review and an exemption under this section it would require a resolution be

adopted by the Board of Supervisors and a hearing What is also odd about this section as it relates to our CEQA

appeal process is that the exemption could be appealed to the Board the same body making the finding that the

project is exempt under this section So it is possible that a project under this exemption would have to have 2

hearings at the board This is why we have never had a project move forward under this section However it is

possible though I would want to confirm with our land use attorneys that streamlining under Section 21155 2

could be an option These sections don't appear to have the same legislative body constraints that could be in

conflict with our appeal process Section 21155 26 allows for a planning commission to conduct a public

hearing on the Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessment SCEA I note that the only benefit I see

under this approach is that the project would be reviewed under the substantial evidence standard rather than a

fair argument If the team wishes to consider this option further we should keep in mind the additional time

and effort that will be required to prepare an SCEA based on Plan Bay Area essentially we will need to confirm

that the discussion of the Plan Bay Area EIR findings is accurate and have good familiarity with that document

and the additional consultation EP will need with our land use attorneys as this would be an entirely new CEQA

process to us I would need to confer with the Environmental Review Officer to determine whether it makes
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sense to go down this route with the only real benefit being the standard of review of the SCEA versus a

negative declaration

2 CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 3 1 don't believe the project would qualify for streamlining under this section

because Section 15183 3 c states First if an effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a

planning level decision Planning level decision is defined as the enactment or amendment of a general plan

or any general plan element community plan specific plan or zoning code As mentioned today the project

site is not located in an area where we have a prior EIR for a planning level decision

Jessica Range
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